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Emission lines in local & distant gal’s

‣…used to observationally distinguish between different galaxy 
types in the local Universe,  
‣ Optical selection criteria still applicable at z~>2?! 
‣ [OIII]/Hβ found to evolve over cosmic time
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Why synthetic nebular emission?

‣How can we distinguish the main ionising sources of 
a galaxy, incl. composites, at high redshift? 
‣Anna’s talk: difficult with optical lines 
‣What about UV diagnostic diagrams? — Distinct 

regions for SF, AGN and composites? 

‣Which is the physical origin of evolving optical 
emission line ratios? 

‣Can we identify directly observable signatures in 
nebular emission for specific physical processes 
governing galaxy evolution, e.g. AGN feedback?

Exploration of synthetic spectra with nebular emission 
lines of galaxies in a full cosmological context



Cosmological zoom-in simulations

“Modern” SPH-code Gadget-3 (Hu+14)

Gas and metal-line cooling down to 100 K (Aumer+13)

Star formation (Hu+14)

Stellar feedback (Nunez+16), energy & momentum from 
SNII&Ia, stellar winds & photo-ionising radiation

Detailed chemical enrichment (Aumer+13)

BH growth & mass, momentum & energy conserving 
AGN feedback (Ostriker+10, Choi+12/13)

Set of 30 cosmological zoom-in simulations of massive galaxies 
Choi,…,Hirschmann+17, Hirschmann+17 

 3e12 M⊙ < Mhalo < 3e13 M⊙, xspatial = 200pc, mgas=1.4e5 M⊙

Initial conditions of Oser+10, Hirschmann+12

Predictions of realistic massive galaxies 
with reasonable SFR and metal enrichment histories 

✓Choi, Ostriker, Naab, Hirschmann+17 —  Simulation overview and general galaxy properties: 
Low X-ray luminosities, low stellar content,… 

✓Hirschmann, Charlot+17 —  Evolution of optical synthetic nebular emission lines 

✓Brennan,…,Hirschmann+17, subm. — Baryon cycle due to AGN-driven outflows 

✓Hirschmann, Zibetti, Gallazzi+17, in prep., —  Stellar populations 

✓Frigo, Naab, Hirschmann+17 in prep —  Stellar kinematics 

✓Choi,…,Hirschmann+17, in prep —  Size evolution 

✓Choi,…,Hirschmann+17, in prep —  Metal enrichment of the circum-galactic medium 



Visualization of a zoom-in sim.

Mhalo = 1e13 M⊙, xspatial = 200pc, mgas=1.4e5 M⊙



Nebular emission over cosmic time

Cosmic evolution of nebular emission lines of simulated of galaxies

Newly developed spectral 
evolution models (Cloudy)

 Cosmological hydrodynamic 
simulations

+
Figure 1: Face-on (Left) and edge-on (right) luminosity images of the simulated galaxy. Stars are color-coded by age in a relatively
realistic way.

Figure 2: Voronoi binned map of the kinematics of the galaxy. From left to right the panels show average line-of-sight velocity,
dispersion, h3 and h4. The surface brightness contours of the galaxy from MGE are also plotted on top.
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Sets of zooms of massive halos 
with and w/o AGN feedback 

(Choi+16, Hirschmann+17)

Nebular emission from young stars, 
AGN and post-AGB stellar populations 

(Feltre+16, Gutkin+16, Hirschmann+17)

Zgas, (C/O)gas, <ρgas>, SFR, 
LAGN, MPAGB,  AgePAGB

Select one of the  
modelled spectra

Fixed dust-to-metal  
mass ratio,  fixed ρionized
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I. Are synthetic emission lines 
consistent with observations of 

the local Universe?



Optical line-ratios in local galaxies

‣ Observational flux 
limits applied 
‣ AGN: log(BHAR/

SFR) > -2 
‣ Composites: -4 < 

log(BHAR/SFR) < 
-2 
‣ SF: log(BHAR/

SFR) < -4

Reasonably reproducing the observed SDSS results 
Widely confirming optical selection criteria

AGN 
PAGB gals 
SF gals 
Compos.

AGN-
region 

SF-region 

Com- 

po- 
sites 

LI(N)ER-
region 

Black lines: 
observational selection 
criteria of 
Kauffmann+03, 
Kewley+01

Hirschmann+17: arXiv:1706.00010



II. How do optical emission-line 
ratios evolve with redshift?



Evolution of optical line-ratios

‣ [OIII]/Hβ increases towards z=2-3 at a given stellar mass 
‣What is the physical origin, extreme ISM conditions 

(ρionized, Zgas), SFR, ionisation parameter, AGN, elevated 
N/O or harder ionising radiation?

Hirschmann+17: arXiv:1706.00010
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Figure 5. [O iii]/Hβ (red, top row), [N ii]/Hα (beige, second row), [S ii]/Hα (green, third row) and [O i]/Hα (blue, bottom row) as a
function of stellar mass, in different redshift bins (different columns), for the 20 simulated massive galaxies of Section 2 and their main
high-redshift progenitors. In each panel, individual (pastel circles) and average (bright circles with error bars) line ratios are shown with
and without including flux limit of 5× 10−17 erg s−1cm−2 in all lines (filled/big and open/small circles, respectively). The grey shaded
area highlights the stellar-mass range 10.5 < log(Mstellar/M⊙) < 11.0. Also shown are observations of local SDSS (black open square:
all galaxies; grey filled square: SF galaxies only) and of galaxies at z ∼ 2.3 from Steidel et al. (2014, black open triangles).

(2014), who showed the difficulty in disentangling evolution
from selection effects in analyses of emission-line properties
of distant galaxy samples. While a more robust conclusion
would require a larger, statistically complete sample of sim-
ulated galaxies (not achievable with our current limited set
of zoom-in simulations; see Section 5), the results of Fig. 4
already demonstrate the usefulness of our fully consistent
modelling to interpret observations of the nebular emission
from distant galaxy populations.

3.2.6 Influence of the stellar-mass evolution of simulated
galaxies

Despite the generally encouraging consistency between
model and observed trends in Fig. 4, we must remember
that our predictions rely on a statistically small set of sim-
ulated massive galaxies, whose progenitor masses at high
redshift are systematically smaller than today. In this re-
gard, it is important to check the influence of the global
evolution of stellar mass (and metallicity) in the simula-

tions on the predicted redshift trends of emission-line ra-
tios. To this goal, we show in Fig. 5 the individual (pastel
circles) and average (bright circles) line ratios as a function
of stellar mass for galaxies and their main progenitors in
different redshift bins (different columns), with and without
including flux selection (filled/big and open/small circles, re-
spectively). The grey shaded area highlights the stellar-mass
range 10.5 < log(Mstellar/M⊙) < 11.0 in all panels. Fig. 5
shows that, even in a fixed stellar-mass range, [O iii]/Hβ,
[N ii]/Hα, [S ii]/Hα and [O i]/Hα for galaxies in our simu-
lations exhibit strong redshift evolution, in good agreement
with that inferred from the comparison between SDSS and
the Steidel et al. (2014) data for [O iii]/Hβ and [N ii]/Hα
(both samples being available over a range of stellar masses;
we note in passing the good overlap between the observed
and model stellar-mass ranges at z = 2–3). Moreover, at
a given redshift, the average line ratios show only a modest
dependence on stellar mass, suggesting that any stellar-mass
bias would have a limited influence on population-wide line-
ratio evolution. Such evolution may instead depend more
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Origin of the evolving [OIII]/Hβ

‣ Ionisation parameter, governed by SFR, is driving the evolution 
of [OIII]/Hβ, other parameters (dust-to-metal mass ratio - N/O, 
Zstars, nH have no dominant effect)

Hirschmann+17: arXiv:1706.00010
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Progenitors at fixed stellar mass bin 10.5 < log(Mstellar/M⊙) < 11.0

Figure 9. Same as Fig. 8, but for the subsample of galaxies and progenitors with stellar masses in the range 10.5 < log(Mstellar/M⊙) <
11.0

considering only galaxies with masses in the range 10.5 <
log(Mstellar/M⊙) < 11.0 at all redshifts. As anticipated in
the discussion of Fig. 5 (Section 3.2.6), the predicted global
evolution of optical-line ratios remains very strong in this
case (circles and solid lines in all panels). Moreover, the in-
fluence of different physical quantities on this evolution is
qualitatively similar to that in Fig. 8, although the rela-
tive contributions by global interstellar metallicity and SFR
change significantly. At fixed stellar mass, global interstellar
metallicity now has only a weak impact on the cosmic evo-
lution of [O iii]/Hβ and [N ii]/Hα down to z = 0 (red/beige
upside-down triangles and triple-dot-dashed lines), and SFR
is the primary driver of the evolution of any line ratio at
z > 1.5 (circles and solid lines). This is because, at fixed
stellar mass, SFR evolves more strongly with redshift than
global interstellar metallicity (thick dashed lines in Fig. 6).
The bottom two panels of Fig. 9 further show than nebu-
lar emission from AGN and post-AGB stellar populations
still contributes significantly to the increase in [S ii]/Hα and
[O i]/Hα at z < 1.5. We note that, in this case, the rising in-
fluence of the PAGB contribution at fixed stellar mass does
not come from an increase in MPAGB (Fig. 6), but simply
from the drop in specific SFR.

Remarkably, therefore, we find that identifying the
physical origin of cosmic evolution of optical-line ratios de-

pends sensitively on the stellar-mass properties of the con-
sidered sample. When considering our full set of simulated
galaxies, for which mass evolves with redshift, the asso-
ciated evolution of global interstellar metallicity accounts
for most of the predicted evolution of line ratios. Instead,
when considering galaxies in a fixed stellar-mass range of
10.5 < log(Mstellar/M⊙) < 11.0, global interstellar metallic-
ity has a weaker influence on the predicted evolution, which
is primarily driven by SFR (through the ionization param-
eter), at all redshifts for [O iii]/Hβ and [N ii]/Hα and at
z > 1.5 for [S ii]/Hα and [O i]/Hα.

To summarise the above trends, we show graphically
with arrows in Fig. 10 how redshift, [O iii]/Hβ, [N ii]/Hα,
[S ii]/Hα and [O i]/Hα (different rows) change qualitatively
as different radiation and ISM properties increase (different
columns), for the 20 simulated massive galaxies of Section 2
and their main high-redshift progenitors. Grey cells refer to
properties varying with redshift, grey/white-gradient cells to
properties whose dependence on redshift vanishes when se-
lecting a fixed stellar-mass range, and white cells to proper-
ties independent of redshift. Coloured arrows highlight those
physical quantities expected to drive the cosmic evolution of
[O iii]/Hβ, [N ii]/Hα, [S ii]/Hα and [O i]/Hα, according to
our analysis of Figs 8 and 9.
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properties whose dependence on redshift vanishes when se-
lecting a fixed stellar-mass range, and white cells to proper-
ties independent of redshift. Coloured arrows highlight those
physical quantities expected to drive the cosmic evolution of
[O iii]/Hβ, [N ii]/Hα, [S ii]/Hα and [O i]/Hα, according to
our analysis of Figs 8 and 9.
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Origin of the evolving [OIII]/Hβ

‣Why can SFRs lead to an evolution in [OIII]/Hβ at fixed stellar 
mass? 
‣ [OIII]/Hβ is increasing with increasing SFR 
‣ AGN-driven winds cause a strong decrease in SFR, and thus, the 

decrease of [OIII]/Hβ

Synthetic nebular emission 17

Figure 7. Average emission-line ratios (lines) and their 1-σ-scatter (pastell shaded areas), [OIII]/Hβ (red), [NII]/Hα (beige), [SII]/Hα
(green) and [OI]/Hα (blue) versus different physical quantities, the total gaseous metallicity log(Zgas,glob), the stellar ionization parameter
log(Usim,SF), the total gas density log(ρgas,glob), and the (specific) SFRs in the top row, the central gas metallicity log(Zgas,1kpc), the
AGN ionization parameter log(Usim,AGN), the central gas density log(ρgas,1kpc), the AGN luminosity LAGN and the Eddington ratio
log(fedd) in the middle row, and finally the ratio of BH accretion to SFR, the PAGB ionization parameter log(Usim,PAGB), the mass
of stars older than 3Gyr log(MPAGB,stars), the corresponding stellar metallicity log(ZPAGB,stars) and stellar ages log(AgePAGB,stars) in
the bottom row.

influence on the [OIII]/Hβ-ratio, while the former is instead
the dominating one (testet by Gutkin et al. 2016).

In addition to its dependence on metallicity, [OIII]/Hβ
is increasing with increasing (specific) SFR and increasing
volume-averaged gas density, and thus, also with an increas-
ing SF ionization parameter (see second to fifth panels in
the top row of Fig. 7), since the ionization parameter is pro-
portional to the average gas density and to the SFR of a
galaxy (see equations 1 and 2). The increase of [OIII]/Hβ
with increasing average gas density is due to the fact that
a higher average gas density at fixed nH,⋆ and fixed Q im-
plies a higher filling factor ϵ. A higher ϵ in turn means that
individual gas clumps are distributed in a more compact
way being closer to the ionizing source so that the ionizing
flux (∝ L/r2, r is the distance between the clump and the
radiation source, L is the luminosity) hitting the individ-
ual clumps is increased. Such an increased ionizing flux per
unit area of a gas clump increases the electron temperature
and thus, strengthens high-ionization oxygen lines relative
to lower ionization lines: relatively more OIII ions than OII
ions can be produced and excited by a combination of colli-
sional ionization and collisional excitation, where the latter

is the by far dominating process. The positive relation be-
tween (specific) SFR and [OIII]/Hβ can be understood along
the same arguement: a higher SFR increases Q, the rate of
ionizing photons, and thus, the luminosity, which also leads
to an increased ionzing flux (∝ L/r2) onto individual clouds,
and thus, to an increased [OIII]/[OII] line-ratio.

Combining these dependencies with the results from
Fig. 6 suggests that the global gas metallicity and the
strength of the stellar radiation field (=SFR) can reduce
[OIII]/Hβ with evolving time. Instead, since the average gas
density in our simulated galaxies stays roughly constant,
this quantity should hardly affect the evolution of aver-
age [OIII]/Hβ line-ratios (despite its positive relation with
[OIII]/Hβ ).

Influence of the AGN components of galaxies: Turning
to the quantities controlling the AGN nebular emission, the
middle row of Fig. 7 shows that [OIII]/Hβ (red line) strongly
increases with increasing central average gas density (third
panel), and thus, with increasing AGN ionization parame-
ter (second panel): a higher central average gas density leads
to a higher filling factor, i.e. a higher radiation flux is hit-
ting individual gas clumps around the central AGN again

c⃝ 2002 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–30
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the same arguement: a higher SFR increases Q, the rate of
ionizing photons, and thus, the luminosity, which also leads
to an increased ionzing flux (∝ L/r2) onto individual clouds,
and thus, to an increased [OIII]/[OII] line-ratio.

Combining these dependencies with the results from
Fig. 6 suggests that the global gas metallicity and the
strength of the stellar radiation field (=SFR) can reduce
[OIII]/Hβ with evolving time. Instead, since the average gas
density in our simulated galaxies stays roughly constant,
this quantity should hardly affect the evolution of aver-
age [OIII]/Hβ line-ratios (despite its positive relation with
[OIII]/Hβ ).

Influence of the AGN components of galaxies: Turning
to the quantities controlling the AGN nebular emission, the
middle row of Fig. 7 shows that [OIII]/Hβ (red line) strongly
increases with increasing central average gas density (third
panel), and thus, with increasing AGN ionization parame-
ter (second panel): a higher central average gas density leads
to a higher filling factor, i.e. a higher radiation flux is hit-
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Figure 1. Redshift evolution of average SFR, stellar metallicity, [O/H], [Fe/H], [O/Fe], [N/Fe], [C/Fe] and [Ca/Fe] within 1/10 of the
virial radius (different panels) for low/high-resolution simulations with and without AGN feedback (red/orange and blue/turquoise lines,
respectively).

Figure 2. Redshift evolution of average SFR, stellar metallicity, [O/H], [Fe/H], [O/Fe], [N/Fe], [C/Fe] and [Ca/Fe] within 1 Reff (different
panels) for low/high-resolution simulations with and without AGN feedback (red/orange and blue/turquoise lines, respectively).

The above experiments result in a clear prediction.
Early-type galaxies with major collisionless mergers domi-
nating the formation history have flat population gradients,
galaxies with a significant contribution from minor mergers
(and no subsequent major merger) have significant popula-
tion gradients at large radii, where the stars of the accreted
satellites assemble - a process promoted by dark matter.
These considerations are by no means purely theoretical as
’dry’ mergers of gas poor early-type galaxies have been di-
rectly observed up to high redshift (???????).

Hierarchical cosmological models in comparison with

observations provide more realistic models for the assem-
bly of massive galaxies - beyond a simple sequence of binary
mergers. Direct observations indicate that a significant frac-
tion of massive early-type galaxies (∼ 1011M⊙) were more
compact in the past (???????????????) and have predom-
inantly grown in mass and size by the assembly (and not the
formation) of stellar mass at larger radii (?????).

A plausible formation scenario bears a two-phase char-
acteristic (?????????). The early formation of (compact)
massive galaxies is dominated by dissipative processes (i.e.
significant radiative energy losses) and in-situ star forma-
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Evolution of the SF branch

‣Evolving [OIII]/Hβ ratios are consistent with observed trends 
‣Offset in [OIII]/Hβ is observational signature for AGN fb?!

Hirschmann+17: arXiv:1706.00010

Synthetic nebular emission 5

With AGN feedback

Without AGN feedback

Figure 1. Average [OIII]/Hβ line-ratios versus [NII]/Hα (left panel), [SII]/Hα (middle panel) and [OI]/Hα (right panel) of only star-
forming galaxies with log(BHAR/SFR) < −4 at different redshift ranges (differently colored lines and stars). Present-day SDSS data
are illustrated by the grey shaded areas. The red dashed line in the left panel indicates the average present-day SF sequence of SDSS
galaxies.

main progenitors with log(BHAR/SFR) < −4. To guide
the eye, Fig. 1 also shows the average present-day SF se-
quence (red dashed line in left panel) of SDSS galaxies (grey
shaded areas) and the tradiationally used criterion to select
SF-dominated galaxies (black dashed line, Kauffmann et al.
2003).

Our model predictions reveal that for any given line-
ratio [NII]/Hα, [SII]/Hα or [OI]/Hα, the [OIII]/Hβ values
are on average significantly increasing from z = 0− 0.5 (red
stars and lines) up to z = 3− 5 (lila stars and lines). Specif-
ically, at fixed log([NII]/Hα) = −1, log([SII]/Hα) = −1 or
log([OI]/Hα) = −2, log([OIII]/Hβ) increases by roughly 0.4-
0.5 dex. Such an high-redshift offset of [OIII]/Hβ for star-
forming galaxies at a given [NII]/Hα ratio is widely consis-
tent with observed studies (e.g. Steidel et al. 2014; Strom
et al. 2016; Kashino 2017). However, whether such an offset
also exists at a given [SII]/Hα is still debated in literature
(e.g. Shapley et al. 2015 vs Kashino 2017, see also section
5).

3.2 Redshift evolution of the average [OIII]/Hβ
ratio

In Fig. 2, considering now all galaxies and their main pro-
genitors (and not only SF galaxies and their SF main pro-
genitors as in the previous subsection 3.1) we further quan-
tify the redshift evolution (filled big circles and solid lines)
together with the 1-σ scatter (shaded areas) of the differ-
ent average line-ratios (different panels). The decrease of
[OIII]/Hβ (top left panel) with decreasing redshift is in fairly
good quantitative agreement with various low and high-z
observations (SDSS, Yabe et al. (2014); Steidel et al. (2014,
2016); Vanzella (2016) indicated by black open symbols) in
spite of our sparse statistics in the simulations.

Aso the increase of [NII]/Hα (top right panel in Fig.
2), [SII]/Hα (bottom left panel) and [OI]/Hα (bottom right
panel) towards lower redshifts is consistent with the ob-
served trend (black open symbols). The latter two line-ratios
agree well with average values of observed SDSS galaxies at
z ∼ 0.1. However, for [NII]/Hα, we find some quantitative
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 Focus on SF-dominated galaxies with log(BHAR/SFR) < -4



III. How to best distinguish 
ionising sources in high-z 

galaxies?



Optical line-ratios of distant galaxies

Toward high z, different galaxy types tend to occupy the same region 
➡Optical selection criteria break down 
➡Due to more metal-poor galaxies at high z (Gutkin+16, Feltre+16, see also 

Kewley+13)

Hirschmann+17, in prep.



Optical line-ratios of metal-rich galaxies

Hirschmann+17, in prep.
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Figure 3.

Figure 4. Relation between N2O2 and interstellar metallicity.
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APPENDIX A: PARAMETER STUDY

APPENDIX B: ALTERNATIVE UV-BASED
DIAGNOSTIC DIAGRAMS

c⃝ 2002 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–9

➡ For metal-rich galaxies 
“modified” optical selection 
criteria reasonable also at 
higher z

log([NII]/[OII]) scales tightly with Zgas

What about metal-poor galaxies, 
particularly at high redshifts?

Select metal-rich galaxies  
with log([NII]/[OII]) > -0.9:

10 Hirschmann et al.

Figure 5. Same as Fig. 1, but for metal-rich galaxies with N2O2> −0.9

Figure 6. Same as Fig. 3, but for metal-rich galaxies with N2O2>
−0.9

c⃝ 2002 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–9

log(N2O2) > -0.9 
—> Zgas > 0.5 Z⊙



UV line-ratios of distant galaxies

‣ Consistent with sparse observations, but no good distinction of galaxy types

Hirschmann+17, in prep.

Galaxies of ALL metallicities in a given redshift interval

AGN 
SF gals 
Compos.



UV line-ratios of metal-poor gal’s

‣ For metal-poor gals, UV diagnostics can provide reasonable 
selection criteria for different galaxy types, at least out to z~5

Select metal-poor galaxies with log([NII]/[OII]) < -0.9:
Hirschmann+17, in prep.

‣ AGN: y < 0, x < 0.5 
‣ Comp.: y < 0.75-0.4x  
‣ SF.: y > 0.75-0.4x 



Completeness and purity

‣ High purity and completeness 
fractions 
‣ Similarly good diagnostics:  
‣ CIII]/HeII vs OIII/HeII 
‣ CIII]/HeII vs SiIII/HeII,  
‣ CIII]/HeII vs (CIII]+CIV)/HeII or  
‣ CIII]/HeII vs NIII/HeII

…for UV selection criteria for galaxies with log([NII]/[OII]) < -0.9
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Figure 9. Same as Fig. 3, but now for metal-poor systems with
N2O2 below -1 using UV selection criteria as indicated in Fig. 8.

Figure 10. Same as Fig. 3, but now for metal-poor systems with
N2O2 below -1 using UV selection criteria as indicated in Fig. 8.

c⃝ 2002 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–9

Hirschmann+17, in prep.

CIII]/HeII vs CIV/CIII]:

Completeness: based on the theoretical galaxy type definition, fraction of galaxies  
                       which would be identified as the same type with UV criteria 
Purity:             vice versa



Summary

PHYSICAL ORIGIN OF EVOLVING OPTICAL LINE-RATIO [OIII]/Hβ: 
‣ Decreasing SFR towards z=0 (due to AGN feedback) 

‣ Observational signature for AGN feedback in massive galaxies  

DIAGNOSTICS TO DISTTINGUISH GALAXY TYPES AT HIGH Z: 
‣Metal-rich galaxies: optical selection criteria as traditionally used 

‣Metal-poor galaxies: UV diagnostic diagrams out to z~6 
‣ UV selection criteria can be helpful for the interpretation of large 

samples of high-quality high-z data from future facilities, e.g. NIRSpec 
on board JWST…

COSMIC EVOLUTION OF SYNTHETIC NEBULAR EMISSION: 
Nebular emission models + Cosmological simulations 

‣ Synthetic line-ratios consistent with observations in the local 
and distant Universe (optical+UV)

‣Work in progress: increase statistics, redshift and mass range by 
performing sets of higher-resolution cosmological zoom-in 
simulations run down to z=4 and higher 
➡ Also look at spatially resolved information!!

FUTURE 
‣ Adding shocks 
‣ Adding absorption line models from Alba (Vidal-Garcia+17) 
‣ Spatially resolved emission/absorption line maps, gradients etc. 

confronting with current and future IFU data


